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ABSTRACT

Along long to the continuance is developing of science and technologies for this level to is people's daily is lives 
keeping improved, so many smart devices location appear on people's daily lives, and this temperature is OK, and 
liquid is leveled controlled is system design for. An important is part to the design do this power oversupply, 
temperature sensor DS18b20 models, Ultrasonic sensors, LCD1602 model HC-SR04 models of LCD monitors, 
HK3FF-DC5V-SHG type of relay, heating rods, buzzer, pumps and STC89C52 model of driver ICs. Temperature and 
liquid very bit control is system designed achieved to feature are to many, respectively has to a contain within 
liquidizer for the temperature and liquid are bit for heighten achieving real-time to monitored.

1. OVERALL DESIGN 

The temperature and liquid level control system design of the power part applies the three-terminal voltage regulator IC LM7805 for the system power 
chip. It has only three pins, output, grounding and input [1-3]. At the same time, using a three-terminal voltage regulator IC to constitute the power supply 
needs of the external devices is very few, and the circuit also has adjustment tubes and overheating, over-current protection circuits, which use safely and 
easily, and it is affordable [4]. The LM7805 application circuit diagram is shown in Figure 2. 

Working current of pumps: 65MA-500MA; LCD1602 working current of LCD display: 2MA-50MA; Ultrasonic module working current: 15MA; LED working 
current: 10MA-20MA [5]. The working current of the analysis system with 9v voltage is less than 1000ma, so the LM7805 three-terminal voltage regulator 
IC meets the requirements of the design. 

1.1 Ultrasonic Module 

Ultrasonic module performance is very stable, and the monitoring distance is very precise, which can keep the pace with foreign production of advanced 
technology ultrasonic ranging module [6]. The blind area (2cm) of the module is very close and the performance is very stable at the same time, so the 
accuracy of the ultrasonic module of this model is very high. 

Figure 1: schematic diagram of ultrasonic module 
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2. SYSTEM CIRCUIT DESIGN 
 
When the program begins, we first have to open the timer, which is used for timing, then the LCD initiates, which prepares for the following LCD display. 
And then it adds the serial protocol, because DS18B20 is through the serial port to send the data. 
 
After entering the circulating main program, we use MCU I/O to control ultrasonic waves, and first let the ultrasonic wave to emit a sound. At the same time, 
opening the timer, the program is sent to wait until the ultrasonic module device receives reflected back sound waves, while the timer closes [7]. The time 
when the sound is sent out and reflected back is the time within the timer, and we know that 340 m/s is the speed of the sound in the air. According to the 
relationship between time and speed, we can calculate the depth of effluent. 
 
Temperature sensor is used to gather the temperature information through the MCU I/O port in the way to the serial communication protocol to the 
microcontroller, and then the SCM to deal with the decoding of the temperature collected in the digital display on the LCD screen [8]. 
 
And the alarm system is the depth of the above and the temperature of real-time detection, and the value of the detection and set the value of comparison 
[9]. If the detection exceeds our set of scope, then it will conduct the corresponding treatment. The schematic diagram of the hardware design is shown in 
Figure 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: design of temperature and liquid level control system 
 

3. DEBUGGING ANALYSIS AND SOLUTION 
 

3.1. Physical problems and solutions 
 
After giving the power to the single-chip microcomputer, we found that the single-chip computer cannot work, and we found it is caused by the crystal 
oscillator, which cannot work properly [10]. The reasons why the crystal oscillator does not work are as follow: 
 
① the wiring error of the components in the schematic diagram; ② It is a monolithic machine, which is not in good quality; ③The quality of crystal 
oscillator is not very good; ④ load capacitance or matching capacitance and crystal are mismatching, or the capacitor has the quality problem; ⑤ PCB 
board damp leads to the impedance mismatch, so that it cannot be vibrated; ⑥the line of the crystal oscillator circuit is unreasonable; ⑦ there are lines 
between the pins of the crystal ⑧influenced by the peripheral circuit 
After the investigation, it is found that it is caused by the mismatching between the capacitance and crystal oscillator, which should be replaced by 30pf 
capacitor. After replacing the capacitor, the microcontroller can work. 
 
3.2. Pumps do not pump and the buzzer not ringing 
 
When the program is copied into the microcontroller, it is found that when the water level is too high or too low, the pumps are not working and the buzzer 
does not ring, repeated inspection discovery program, with a multi-meter measurement of the pump and buzzer positive output is only about 2v, by 
browsing through the information and the Internet to view some relevant knowledge, we found that SCM control uln2003 pin to connect the resistance, 
because the SCM foot high level is insufficient since the drive uln2003 [11]. After adding 3 of the tensile resistance in the original PCB board, the water can 
pump and drain normally, and the buzzer can also work properly. 
 
3.3. Heating rod is not normally heating the liquid 
 
When the temperature of the liquid in the container is below the minimum alarm value, the heating rod cannot be heated to the liquid after the system 
emits the acoustic alarm [12]. The cause of this problem is analyzed, which can be divided into the following: ① The wiring fault of the relay has not been 
simulated, ② heating rod sealing agent damage water leakage; ③ the program write error; ④ relay has burned or heated plate burned. After careful 
examination of the line, we have not found a problem. When using a multi-meter to detect the relay, we found the problem in the relay [13-16]. This is the 
main reason why I use this model relay. It can use a multi-meter to check whether burned. 
 
4. SUMMARY 
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This temperature and liquid level control system design’s advantages are that the monitoring delay error and processing delay error is very small, and 
when the liquid level too high, too low and it has too high or too low temperature, it can process intelligently and automatically. Its various alarm values 
can be artificially set, which is very user-friendly and convenient. 
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(No 201511838070);&& “The design and development HeYuanTong Campus Mobile Phone APP based on Android” (No 201511838034).Project of scientific 
research and technology development project of Hezhou:  “Design and implementation of agricultural products e-commerce platform based on Semantic 
Technology” (No,Hekeneng 1506006). 
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